The Premier Global Gathering for the Rule of Law

World Justice Forum 2022

MAY 30 - JUNE 3 | THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS & ONLINE
Building More Just Communities

The global pandemic underscored and exacerbated the lack of just, open, and accountable governance. As rule of law continues to deteriorate around the world, communities are falling further behind on the ambitious Sustainable Development Goals promise to “leave no one behind.” A comprehensive rule of law agenda is needed that moves communities and countries around the world towards achieving equal rights and human dignity for all.

The 2022 World Justice Forum convened more than 1,200 rule of law actors from 116 countries for a week of collaboration, learning, problem solving, and agenda setting with a focus on three intersecting themes:

ANTI-CORRUPTION AND OPEN GOVERNMENT
ACCESS TO JUSTICE
EQUAL RIGHTS AND NON-DISCRIMINATION

The Forum program included dynamic plenary discussions, interactive working sessions, the Justice Expo exhibition hall, off-site visits to explore local initiatives in The Hague, and cultural activities including music and dance.
5 languages*

155,500 Twitter impressions
84,629 Website views
116 Countries represented
29 Partners and Sponsors
58 Justice Expo exhibitors
12 Side events
11 Offsite events in The Hague

*English program interpreted into Arabic, French, Russian, Spanish

What we most appreciate about the Forum is that it attracts people and perspectives from across the globe and highlights the issues people are addressing, which range from classic rule of law on the legislative and regulatory side, to judicial performance, to human rights.

- STEVE CROWN, VICE PRESIDENT AND DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL, HUMAN RIGHTS, MICROSOFT CORPORATION

Congrats to the WJP team for having delivered such a successful and inspiring World Justice Forum, organized at such a crucial moment in time with many meeting for the first time again after COVID. Many thanks as well for embracing the Hague Justice Week from the outset and recognizing our combined strength.

- INGRID DE BEER, DUTCH MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

The Forum lit a fire in me to further improve how we do advocacy work in the country and in the region, especially as we prepare to face new threats and challenges against human rights and rule of law.

- VINO LUCERO, PATHFINDERS YOUNG JUSTICE LEADER FROM THE PHILIPPINES
The World Justice Challenge is a global prize competition to identify, recognize, and promote good practices and high-impact projects and policies that protect and advance the rule of law. A diverse, multi-disciplinary group of 30 finalists and ten honorable mentions presented their work at the Forum, gaining visibility, learning from each other, and expanding the reach and impact of their work. Five winners received $20,000 cash prizes.

The 2022 World Justice Challenge winners:

**EQUAL RIGHTS AND NON-DISCRIMINATION PRIZE:**
Red Dot Foundation and The Urban Vision (India)
*SafeCity: A crowdmap for sexual and gender-based violence*

**ACCESS TO JUSTICE PRIZE:** Cambodia Bridges to Justice (Cambodia)
*Championing Access to Justice: Improving Cambodia’s Courts of Appeals system*

**ANTI-CORRUPTION AND OPEN GOVERNMENT PRIZE:**
Transparency Information Technology Initiative - TransparencIT (Nigeria)
*Trial Monitoring of Corruption Cases: Creating monitoring systems, an online corruption case database, and special anti-corruption courts*

**DATA FOR JUSTICE PRIZE:** InReach (Global)
*InReach: Providing legal aid and support to LGBTQ+ people fleeing persecution*

**ALUMNI VOTE PRIZE:** POS Foundation (Ghana)
*Justice for All Amid COVID-19: Alleviating prison overcrowding with mobile, in-prison special courts*

*WorldJusticeProject.Org/World-Justice-Forum-2022*

The World Justice Project (WJP) is an independent, multidisciplinary organization working to create knowledge, build awareness, and stimulate action to advance the rule of law worldwide.